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APEXEL APL-22XDG9 22X Telephoto Lens 10-in-1 Phone Lens Kit
Explore  new  possibilities  in  mobile  photography  with  the  APEXEL  APL-22XDG9  phone  lens  kit.  This  comprehensive  10-in-1  set  offers
unparalleled  versatility  and  image  quality,  allowing  you  to  explore  creative  horizons  without  the  need  to  carry  heavy  photographic
equipment. Designed for photography enthusiasts, the kit includes specialized lenses such as fisheye, wide-angle, macro, CPL, as well as
unique kaleidoscope and star filters, which, together with the 22x telephoto lens, transform your phone into a tool capable of capturing
every  moment  with  exceptional  precision.  The  black  color  and  sturdy  construction  complement  the  aesthetics,  making  it  the  perfect
addition to any smartphone.
 
22x Telephoto Lens
The 22X telephoto lens opens up a world of distant details and scenes that were previously out of reach. With it,  you can zoom in on
distant objects without losing quality, which is ideal for nature, sports, or concert photography. The precise lens construction guarantees
clear and clean photos, free from distortion or chromatic aberration, which is a common problem with lower-quality lenses.
 
0.63x Wide-Angle Lens
The 0.63x wide-angle lens is your window to a world full of rich details and expansive landscapes. It allows you to capture wide scenes
without  the  need  to  step  back,  which  is  invaluable  in  tight  spaces  or  when  photographing  architecture.  It  expands  perspective  and
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enables the creation of dynamic compositions that catch the eye and arouse interest.
 
15x Macro Lens
For  macro  enthusiasts,  the  15x  macro  lens  reveals  unseen  details  and  textures  invisible  to  the  naked  eye.  It  allows  for  extremely
close-up  shots,  revealing  the  intricacies  of  everyday  objects  or  showcasing  the  subtlety  of  nature.  Macro  photos  taken  with  this  lens
captivate with depth, sharpness, and richness of colors.
 
CPL Lens
The CPL (Circular  Polarizer Lens) is  the key to achieving intense colors and reducing reflections.  Perfect  for  landscape photography,  it
brings out the blue sky and green landscapes while simultaneously eliminating unwanted reflections from water surfaces or glass. It's an
essential tool for anyone looking to elevate their photos to a higher level.
 
Kaleidoscope Lenses
The 3 and 8 kaleidoscope lenses offer a unique opportunity to experiment with visual effects, creating photos that are true works of art.
They transform mundane scenes into mesmerizing patterns and textures,  adding magic and originality to your photographs.  They are
excellent tools for creative exploration and standing out on social media.
 
Fisheye Lens
The kit also includes a 198° fisheye lens, which offers an extremely wide field of view, mimicking the fish-eye effect, along with lenses
with  radiating,  flow,  and  star  filters,  which  add  a  specific  atmosphere  and  character  to  photos.  The  completeness  of  the  kit  is
complemented by a sturdy lens clip, shaft, durable case, and cleaning cloth, making it not only versatile but also easy to use and store.
All of this makes the APEXEL APL-22XDG9 kit an indispensable accessory for anyone looking to fully unleash the photographic potential of
their smartphone.
 
Kit Contents
Fisheye Lens 198°
Radiating Filter Lens
0.63x Wide-Angle Lens
Macro Lens 15x
CPL Lens
Kaleidoscope Lens 3
Kaleidoscope Lens 8
Flow Filter Lens
Telescope Lens
Star Filter Lens
Lens Clip
Shaft
Case
Cleaning Cloth
Manual
 
Brand ApexelModel APL-22XDG9Color Black

Preço:

€ 40.50
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Acessórios para telemóveis, Other
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